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Microscopic dynamics in the liquid Li-Na alloy: An ab initio molecular dynamics study
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We present results for several structural and dynamical properties of the liquid Li12xNax alloy. The study has
been carried out by means of the orbital-freeab initio molecular dynamics method, combined with local ionic
pseudopotentials constructed within the same framework. We obtain good agreement with the available ex-
perimental data, reproducing accurately, the strong homocoordinating tendencies exhibited by this alloy. The
calculated partial dynamic structure factors exhibit clear side peaks whose frequencies, forq<0.25 Å21,
correspond to the hydrodynamic sound dispersion of the binary alloy, whereas for largerq values fast and slow
sound modes are identified. The mass ratio in this system,mNa/mLi'3, is the smallest one so far for which the
fast mode is observed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular dynamics~MD! has become a useful techniqu
to study the properties of liquid systems. Whereas class
molecular dynamics~CMD! techniques require interatomi
potentials, theab initio molecular dynamics~AIMD ! meth-
ods compute the forces acting on the nuclei from electro
structure calculations performed as the MD trajectory is g
erated; therefore the nuclear positions evolve according
classical mechanics while the electronic subsystem follo
adiabatically.

Density functional theory~DFT! @1,2# underlies many
AIMD methods. However, when the Kohn-Sham~KS! or-
bital representation of DFT is used~KS-AIMD methods!, the
computational demands become very heavy, limiting
sizes of the systems to be studied and the simulation tim
for example, previous studies of liquid metals and allo
@3–6# have used around 100 atoms and simulation times
tween 2–5 ps. These limitations can be partly overcome
the so-called orbital-freeab initio molecular dynamics~OF-
AIMD ! method, which uses an approximate form for t
electronic kinetic energy, but no longer requires the orbit
of the KS formulation. Consequently, the number of va
ables and the computational time for a simulation are gre
reduced, enabling the study of larger samples~several hun-
dreds of particles! and for longer simulation times~tens of
ps!.

Research into the dynamical properties of liquid met
has already produced much experimental and theore
work @7#. Inelastic neutron scattering~INS! has been the
usual experimental technique for studying the dynamics
condensed matter at the kinetic region. Moreover, it has b
recently supplemented by high resolution inelastic x-
scattering~IXS! which overcomes the kinematic limitation
of INS techniques. With a proper separation procedure I
provides in principle information on both the coherent a
incoherent contributions to the inelastic scattering cross

*On leave from: Departamento de Fı´sica Teo´rica, Facultad de
Ciencias, Universidad de Valladolid, 47011 Valladolid, Spain.
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tion, whereas IXS can only access the coherent part. In
dition, theoretical developments such as the memory fu
tion formalism or the kinetic theory, along with th
realization that the decay of several time-dependent pro
ties can be linked to the interplay of two different dynamic
processes, has created a theoretical framework whose a
cation to simple liquids has led to good qualitative results
several dynamical magnitudes@7–9#.

Less effort has been devoted to liquid binary alloys, b
starting with the pioneering MD studies on liquid Na-K@10#,
and liquid Li4Pb @11#, where a high-frequency mode sup
ported by the Li atoms only~‘‘fast sound’’! was found, sev-
eral theoretical@12–14#, computer simulations@15–21#, and
experimental@21–24# studies have investigated the colle
tive excitations in liquid binary systems.

On the theoretical side the application of kinetic theo
namely, the revised Enskog theory~RET! to a model binary
mixture of hard spheres@12,13#, and the recent generalize
collective model~GCM! approach@14# have given useful
insights into the nature of the collective excitations, partic
larly the longitudinal ones. The transverse dynamics has
ceived less attention because it is not visible in scatter
experiments and only the MD simulations can provide inf
mation on it. The recent application of the GCM approa
which combines MD simulations with the memory functio
formalism, to binary Lennard-Jones fluids and liquid allo
has revealed the existence of transverse optic modes, w
arise in connection with the concentration fluctuations.

In this paper we present an AIMD study on the structu
and dynamical properties of the liquid Li12xNax alloy. This
is a typical phase separating system with a phase diag
dominated by a region of two immiscible liquids. The pha
separation curve has been experimentally determined@25–
27# and shows a consolute point atT'577 K and composi-
tion xLi'0.64; this is close to the ‘‘zero alloy’’ composition
(xLi'0.61) for which the total static structure factorST(q)
reduces to the concentration-concentration partial struc
factor, namely,ST(q)5SCC(q)/xLixNa, because of the nega
tive scattering length of the7Li isotope. ST(q) has been
measured@28# for several compositions, and temperatures
the range 590 K–725 K, whereas INS experiments@29# have
©2004 The American Physical Society05-1
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been performed for the zero alloy only. The experimen
ST(q) for the zero alloy is dominated by strong small-ang
scattering, which is a typical characteristic of a phase se
rating system, and the oscillations ofST(q) beyond the
small-angle region are rather weak, with a characteri
ripple aroundq'2.2 Å21. The simultaneous reproductio
of these structural features has become an objective of m
theoretical studies, which have used either semiempir
@30,31# or more fundamental@6,32–37# approaches. Re
cently, Canaleset al. @36# have obtained a very satisfacto
description of the static structure of the zero alloy by us
CMD combined with interatomic pair potentials derive
within the neutral pseudoatom method~NPA! @38#. These
same potentials have also been used in a study of the
namic properties of the zero alloy@39# by CMD, leading to
results in good agreement with the experimental meas
ments.

Recently, two KS-AIMD simulations have investigate
the static structure of this alloy. Hoshino and co-workers@5#
used 100 atoms, an energy cutoff of 10 Ry, and theirST(q)
reproduces the main experimental trends, although the
sults are extremely noisy. Also, Costa Cabralet al. @6# used
108 atoms, an energy cutoff of 9 Ry, and obtained proper
averaged over 400 configurations. The resultingST(q) is in
good agreement with experiment, although the short sim
tion time obviously precludes the study of the dynami
magnitudes, except for the diffusion coefficients~DC’s!.

We have recently reported two other OF-AIMD calcul
tions for the zero alloy at 590 K@19,20#, leading to excellent
agreement with the experimental static structure, and sh
ing the appearance of a fast sound mode and its merging
the hydrodynamic mode for small wave vectors. In this pa
we extend the simulations to other concentrations and t
peratures and study a variety of dynamic properties, incl
ing both single particle and collective magnitudes, which
amenable to study because of the possibility of running lo
simulations with a large number of configurations.

II. THEORY

A liquid simple metal alloy,AxB12x , can be regarded a
an assembly ofNA , A-type, andNB , B-type, bare ions with
charges Zv

A and Zv
B , respectively, interacting withNe

5NAZv
A1NBZv

B valence electrons through electron-ion p
tentialsvA(r ) and vB(r ). The total potential energy of th
system can be written as the sum of the direct ion-ion in
action energy plus the ground state energy of the electr
system subject to the external potential created by the i
Vext(rW,$RW l%)5( i 5A,B( l ( i )v i(urW2RW l u),

E~$RW l%!5
1

2 (
i , j 5A,B

(
l ( i )Þm( j )

ZiZj

uRW l2RW mu

1Eg@rg~rW !,Vext~rW,$RW l%!#, ~1!

whereRW l are the ionic positions, the sum overl ( i ) extends
over the sites occupied by thei-type ions, andrg(rW) is the
03120
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ground state electronic density. According to DFT,rg(rW) can
be obtained by minimizing the energy functional

E@r~rW !#5Ts@r#1Eext@r#1EH@r#1Exc@r#, ~2!

where the terms represent, respectively, the electronic kin
energyTs@r# of a noninteracting system with densityr(rW),
the energy of interaction with the external potential due
the ions,Eext@r#, the classical electrostatic energy~Hartree
term! EH@r#, and the exchange-correlation energyExc@r#,
for which we will adopt the local density approximation.

Within the KS-AIMD approach the electronic density
described in terms of orbitals andTs@r# is calculated exactly,
although with a large computational effort. This obstacle c
be reduced somewhat by adopting the OF-AIMD approa
where an explicit but approximate density functional f
Ts@r# is used@40#. In this work we have used forTs@r# a
simplified version of an expression proposed by Garc´a-
González et al. @41#, namely,Ts5TW1Tb , whereTW is the
von Weizsacker term, and

Tb5
3

10E drWr~rW !5/322bk̃~rW !2, ~3!

k̃~rW !5~2kF
0 !3E dsW k~sW !wb~2kF

0 urW2sWu!, ~4!

where k(rW)5(3p2)1/3r(rW)b, kF
0 is the Fermi wave vector

corresponding to a mean electron densityr0, andwb(x) is a
weight function determined by requiring the correct recove
of both the linear response and the uniform density lim
@40#. This functional is positive definite for any value ofb,
which is an essential requirement in a variational calculati
In these simulations we have used a value ofb50.51 for
reasons discussed elsewhere@43#.

The construction of the ion pseudopotentials,vps
a (rW), used

for the ion-electron interaction is described fully in Ref
@19,44#. The pseudopotentials are local and are construc
from first principles by fitting to a model of an ion immerse
in a metallic medium.

Technical details

We have considered 2000 ions in a cubic cell with pe
odic boundary conditions. Given the ionic positions at timet,
the electronic energy functional is minimized with respect
r(rW) represented by a singleeffective orbitalc(rW) defined as
r(rW)5c(rW)2. The orbital is expanded in plane waves tru
cated at a cutoff energyECut58 Ry for all the concentrations
considered. The energy minimization with respect to
Fourier coefficients of the expansion is performed every ti
step using a quenching method which results in the gro
state electronic density and energy. The forces on the ions
obtained from the electronic ground state via the Hellm
Feynman theorem, and the ionic positions and velocities
updated by solving Newton’s equations, with the Verlet lea
frog algorithm with a time step of 2.531023 ps. In the simu-
lations equilibration took 5 ps and the calculation of prop
ties was made averaging over 50 ps.

The calculation of the time correlation functions~CF! was
performed by taking time origins every five time steps. Se
eral CF depend on the wave vectorqW , though in fact, as the
5-2
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MICROSCOPIC DYNAMICS IN THE LIQUID Li-Na . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 031205 ~2004!
real system is isotropic, they depend only onq[uqW u. For a
given q value,Nq vectors exist with the same modulus a
the final result of the CF is an average over theseNq direc-
tions. In our calculations,Nq53 for the smallestq
('0.16 Å21) whereas for the greater wave vectors selec
for our calculations,Nq takes a maximum value of 24.

III. RESULTS

The liquid Li12xNax alloy has been simulated atT
5590 K and concentrationsxNa50.2, 0.39, and 0.60, an
T5725 K for xNa50.39, with total ionic number densitie
taken from the experimental data of Jostet al. @42#. Table I
shows the thermodynamic states considered in this stud

A. Structural properties

The simulations allow a direct evaluation of the part
pair distribution functionsgi j (r ), as well as the correspond
ing partial Ashcroft-Langreth~AL ! structure factors,Si j (q).
Figure 1 shows the calculatedgi j (r ). The changes with con
centration ofgLiLi (r ) are more marked than those ofgLiNa(r )
andgNaNa(r ). With increasing Na concentration the height
the main peak ofgLiLi (r ) increases, whereas that ofgLiNa(r )
is practically unchanged and that ofgNaNa(r ) decreases. Fo
all concentrations,gLiNa(r ) remains smaller than the averag
of gLiLi (r ) and gNaNa(r ) suggesting the homocoordinatin
tendencies in the alloys. A simple, quantitative analysis
the short range order in the alloy is provided by the Warr
Cowley @45–47# short range order~SRO! parameter for the
first neighbor shell,a1

( i ) , defined as

a1
( i )512

ni j

xj~nii 1ni j !
~ j Þ i 51,2!, ~5!

wherexj is the concentration of thej-type particles andni j is
the number ofj-type particles around ani-type particle,
within a sphere of radiusRi j . ni j can be calculated from th
partial pair distribution functions,gi j (r ), as follows:

ni j 54prxjE
0

Ri j
r 2gi j ~r !dr, ~6!

whereRi j is usually taken to be@48# the position of the first
minimum of the correspondinggi j (r ). For a random distri-

TABLE I. Input data for the series Li-Na atT5590 K, studied
in this work, along with some simulation details. The numbers
parenthesis correspond toT5725 K. r is the total ionic number
density taken from Ref.@42# andN the number of particles.

x5xNa r (Å23) N

0.0 0.04330 600
0.20 0.036819 2000
0.39 0.032180 2000

~0.031085! ~600!
0.60 0.028241 2000
1.0 0.022960 600
03120
d

l

f
-bution of atomsa1

( i )50, whereas a positive~negative! value
for a1

( i ) suggests a homocoordinating~heterocoordinating!
tendency. We have evaluated botha1

(Li) and a1
(Na) for the

liquid Li xNa12x alloy at T5590 K. The results shown in
Table II clearly confirm the segregating tendency. Moreov
the results forT5725 K show that as temperature increas
the segregating tendency weakens.

Ruppersberg and Knoll@28# have measured, by neutro
diffraction, the total static structure factor atT5590 K and
xNa50.20, 0.39, and 0.60 as well as forT5725 K andxNa

50.39. The experimental static structure factors,ST
expt(q),

have some common features, namely,~i! a rapid increase of
ST

expt(q) as q→0, ~ii ! extremely weak oscillations beyon
q>2.0 Å21, which is characteristic of alloys with wea
chemical ordering,~iii ! at the zero alloy composition
Li0.61Na0.39, there appears a characteristic ripple with tw
peaks atq'2.0 and'2.25 Å21, respectively.

FIG. 1. Partial pair distribution functions,gi j (r ), for the liquid
Li-Na alloy atT5590 K and three concentrations. The full, dashe
and dot-dashed lines representgLiLi (r ), gNaNa(r ), andgLiNa(r ), re-
spectively. ForxNa50.39 the symbols denote the pair distributio
functions atT5725 K.
5-3
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TABLE II. Calculated values of coordination numbers,ni j , and the Warren-Cowley SRO paramete
a1

( i ) , for the Li-Na liquid alloy atT5590 K. The numbers in parentheses correspond toT5725 K.

xNa nLiLi nLiNa nNaLi nNaNa a1
(Li) a1

(Na)

0.20 10.3 2.4 9.8 4.7 0.06 0.16
0.39 8.3~8.0! 4.3~4.5! 6.7~7.0! 7.3~6.9! 0.12~0.08! 0.21~0.17!
0.60 5.76 6.5 4.3 9.1 0.12 0.20
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Figure 2 shows a comparison, for three concentration
T5590 K, betweenST

expt(q) and the corresponding OF
AIMD simulation results. The agreement between expe
ment and simulation is very satisfactory, with the OF-AIM
simulations reproducing rather well all the basic features
ST

expt(q): an increase asq→0, and the position and ampli
tude of the oscillations. Moreover, the two peaks atq'2 and
2.5 Å21 for the Li0.61Na0.39 alloy are also well reproduced.

The KS-AIMD simulations of Costa Cabral and Martin
@6# for the Li0.61Na0.39 alloy follow the trend ofST

expt(q),

FIG. 2. Total static structure factorST(q) for the liquid Li-Na
alloy at T5590 K and three concentrations. Continuous lines
the results from the present OF-AIMD simulations whereas the
circles are the experimental neutron diffraction data of Ruppersb
and Knoll @28#. In the figure forxNa50.39, the dotted line and th
open circles are the KS-AIMD results of Hoshinoet al. @5#, and
Costa Cabral and Martins@6#, respectively. The insets show th
main peaks region expanded.
03120
at
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f

although the ripple is somewhat underestimated, poss
due to the small number of configurations and/or partic
used in the simulation. Their results are shown in Fig
along with those from the KS-AIMD simulations of Hoshin
et al. @5# which have a much greater statistical noise.

The analysis of the ordering tendencies in a liquid alloy
more conveniently performed in terms of the Bhat
Thornton ~BT! partial structure factors@49#. For a binary
alloy these are~C denotes concentrationN denotes number!

SCC~q!5x1x2@x2S11~q!1x1S22~q!22~x1x2!1/2S12~q!#,

SNN~q!5x1S11~q!1x2S22~q!12~x1x2!1/2S12~q!,

SNC~q!5S11~q!2S22~q!1~x22x1!/~x1x2!1/2S12~q!,

whereSi j (q) are the partial AL structure factors. The long
wavelength limits of the BT partial structure factors are
lated to thermodynamic quantities and also provides inf
mation on the short range order. In the present system,
experimentalSCC

expt(q→0) take substantial values for all con
centrations, indicating strong homocoordinating tendenc
and this tendency is satisfactorily described by the pres
OF-AIMD simulations for smallq.

B. Dynamic properties

1. Single-particle dynamics

For liquid systems, information about several transp
properties related to the mobility of particles and the co
pling between the velocities of distinct particles is provid
by some time correlation functions among the atomic velo
ties. These functions cannot be determined experiment
and other methods, such as MD simulations, must be u
Here, we present results for the relative velocity correlat
functions~VCF!, Zi j (t), which are defined@50# as the time
correlation function of the relative velocity of the center
mass of speciesi with respect to the center of mass of spec
j,

Zi j ~ t !5 1
3 xixjN^@uW i~ t !2uW j~ t !#•@uW i~0!2uW j~0!#&, ~7!

whereN is the total number of particles anduW i(t) is the mean
velocity of componenti,

uW i~ t ![Ni
21 (

l ( i )51

Ni

uW l ( i )~ t !, ~8!

e
ll
rg
5-4
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with Ni being the total number ofi-type particles anduW l ( i )(t)
the velocity of thei-type particlel ( i ). Zi j (t) can be sepa-
rated into self,Zi j

0 (t), and distinct,Zi j
d (t), contributions as

follows:

Zi j ~ t !5~12d i j !Zi j
0 ~ t !1xixjZi j

d ~ t !, ~9!

where d i j is Kronecker’s delta, with Zi j
0 (t)5xjZi

s(t)
1xiZj

s(t), Zi
s(t) stands for the well-known velocity autoco

relation function of a taggedi-type particle in the fluid,
whereasZi j

d (t) account for the contribution of the distinc
velocity correlations. The time integrals ofZi j (t), Zi j

0 (t),
Zi j

d (t), and Zi
s(t) give the associated DC’s, namely,Di j ,

Di j
0 , Di j

d , andDi
s respectively, whereDi

s is the standard self
diffusion coefficient. For binary mixtures we may write

D125D12
0 1x1x2D12

d [D12
0 ~11g12!, ~10!

with D12
0 5x2D1

s1x1D2
s and g12 is a measure of the devia

tion from an ideal mixture~when all species are identica
g1250). Also, within this formalism, the interdiffusion co
efficient is written as

D int5uD12[u~11g12!D12
0 , ~11!

where u5x1x2 /SCC(q→0). For a nearly ideal mixture
u'1, g12'0, and thereforeD int'D12

0 .
The results obtained for the self, relative, and disti

VCF’s in the Li12xNax liquid alloy are shown in Fig. 3,
where for comparison we have also plotted the VCF’s
both pure Li and Na atT5590 K and number densities a
their corresponding coexisting lines~see Table I!. ZLi

s (t) and
ZNa

s (t) have shapes~i.e., rate of decay and depth of firs
minimum! similar to the pure components although wi
some differences due to the variations in the total ionic nu
ber density as the concentration is varied. Notice that w
going from pure Na to pure Li, the total number dens
changes by'100%. AsxNa is decreased, the total ionic num
ber density is increased, which implies that the Na ions
perience an increased rate of collisions~as compared with
the pure Na case! and therefore their correlation time is d
creased. This effect is reflected in a somewhat faster decr
~as compared with pure Na! of ZNa

s (t) and a smallerDNa
s

whenxNa is decreased. On the other hand, just the oppo
behavior is exhibited by bothZLi

s (t) andDLi
s .

ZLiNa
d (t) accounts for the effects of distinct correlation

either with particles of the same or different species. A qu
titative measure of the distinct effects is given bygLiNa ,
defined in Eq.~10!, which as shown in Table III, takes sub
stantial positive values. This indicates@50,51# that particles
of the same species have a greater tendency to diffuse
gether than those of distinct species. This is another indic
of homocoordinating tendencies in the alloy which are str
ger, in accordance with experiment, atxNa'0.39, where the
values of bothgLiNa andDLiNa

d reach a maxima.
Unfortunately, the experimental determination of the se

diffusion coefficients in metallic melts is rather difficult an
to the best of our knowledge, results are only available
the Na0.32K0.68 system@52#. However, to give some indica
03120
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tion of the accuracy of our results for the alloys, we ha
evaluated the self-diffusion coefficients of the pure comp
nents at 590 K. The calculation has been performed us
their respective VCF’s with the resultsDNa

0 51.22 andDLi
0

51.13~in 1024 cm2/s units!. The corresponding experimen
tal values areDNa

expt51.2460.20 @53# but for Li several val-
ues are available which lie within the range 1.02–1.2760.20
@53,54#.

Table III includes the results forSCC(q→0)D int . The re-
sults using Darken’s semiempirical expression@55#, SCC(q

FIG. 3. Normalized relative, self, and distinct VCF’s for th
liquid Li-Na alloy at T5590 K and three concentrations. The do
ted, pluses, dashed, and dot-dashed lines representZLiNa(t),
xLixNaZLiNa

d (t), ZLi
s (t), andZNa

s (t), respectively. The full thick lines
represent the VACF’s of pure Li~fast decay! and Na~slower decay!
at T5590 K.

TABLE III. Diffusion coefficients ~in 1024 cm2/s) and related
magnitudes, for the Li-Na liquid alloy atT5590 K. The numbers
in parenthesis correspond toxNa50.39 atT5725 K.

xNa 0.20 0.39 0.60

DLi
s 1.17 1.22~1.87! 1.25

DNa
s 1.04 1.15~1.75! 1.23

DLiNa 1.48 2.00~2.45! 1.80
DLiNa

0 1.06 1.18~1.79! 1.26
DLiNa

d 2.62 3.50~2.76! 2.25
gLiNa 0.40 0.71~0.37! 0.43
SCC(0)D int 0.26 0.48~0.58! 0.46
SCC(0)D int

(Darken) 0.17 0.28~0.43! 0.30
5-5
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→0)D int5x1x2D12
0 , are nearly 50% smaller than those fro

the OF-AIMD. This is another manifestation of the importa
role played in this alloy by the distinct interparticle veloci
correlations which are neglected in Darken’s relation.

2. Collective dynamics

The collective dynamics of density fluctuations in an all
is usually described through the partial AL intermediate sc
tering functions,Fi j (qW ,t)5^r i(qW ,t)r j* (qW ,0)&, where

r j~qW ,t !5
1

ANj
(

l ( j )51

Nj

exp@ iqW •RW l ( j )~ t !# ~12!

is the Fourier transform~FT! of the j-type component partia
number density,Nj is the number ofj-type particles,RW l ( j )(t)
is the position of thej-type particlel, and ^•••& denotes the
ensemble average. The time FT ofFi j (qW ,t) into the fre-
quency domain gives the partial dynamic structure fact
Si j (qW ,v) which are directly connected with the inelastic ne
tron scattering data.

Another important dynamical quantity is thej-type com-
ponent particle current defined as

jW j~qW ,t !5
1

ANj
(

l ( j )51

Nj

uW l ( j )~ t !exp@ iqW •RW l ( j )~ t !#, ~13!

which is usually split into a longitudinal componentj j
L(qW ,t),

parallel toqW , and a transverse componentj j
T(qW ,t), perpen-

dicular to qW . The partial longitudinal,Ci j
L (qW ,t), and trans-

verse,Ci j
T (qW ,t), current correlation functions are defined

terms of these:

Ci j
L ~qW ,t !5^ j i

L~qW ,t ! j j
L* ~qW ,0!&, ~14!

Ci j
T ~qW ,t !5 1

2 ^ j i
T~qW ,t ! j j

T* ~qW ,0!&,

and their time FT’s give the respective spectra,Ci j
L (qW ,v) and

Ci j
T (qW ,v). Finally, for isotropic systems, all the previous co

relation functions depend onq5uqW u only.
The partial AL scattering functions, FLiLi (q,t),

FNaNa(q,t), and FLiNa(q,t), as well as the BT ones
FNN(q,t), FNC(q,t), andFCC(q,t) are shown in Figs. 4 and
5 at two q values. FLiLi (q,t), FNaNa(q,t), FNN(q,t) and
FCC(q,t) are always positive, whereas theFLiNa(q,t) and
FNC(q,t) can be either positive or negative, becau
Fi j (q,t50)5Si j (q) and bothSLiNa(q) andSNC(q) oscillate
around zero.Fi j (q,t) go monotonically to zero, showing
slower decays asq decreases; moreover this long-time b
havior is reflected in their correspondingSi j (q,v50), as
observed in Figs. 6 and 7.

The partial dynamic structure factors,Si j (q,v), give in-
formation about the possible existence of propagating lon
tudinal modes. Figures 6 and 7 show, for twoq values, the
calculated SLiLi (q,v), SNaNa(q,v), SNN(q,v), and
SCC(q,v). For the three concentrations, at lowq values,
SLiLi (q,v), SNaNa(q,v), and SNN(q,v) exhibit clear side
peaks at very similar frequencies, which is the typical beh
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ior in the hydrodynamic regime and represents a propaga
acoustic mode. This is clearly reflected inSNN(q,v) which
accounts for the average behavior of the system and in
hydrodynamic regime exhibits a clear Rayleigh-Brillou
structure@56#, similar to the dynamic structure factor in one
component liquids. From the position of the observed B
louin peaks at the smallestq value allowed by the simula
tions (qmin'0.151, 0.158, and 0.165 Å21 for xNa50.60,
0.39, and 0.20, respectively! we can estimate the adiabat
velocity of propagation,cs5vB /q, wherevB stands for the
position of the Brillouin peak. ForxNa50.20, SNN(q,v) at
qmin shows a clear Brillouin peak atvB'5.1 ps21, which
leads to acs53100 m/s; similarly, we obtaincs52530 m/s
for xNa50.60 andcs53000 m/s forxNa50.39. Moreover,
for this latter concentration atT5725 K we obtain a lower
value of cs52750 m/s. We are not aware of any expe
mental measurement of the adiabatic sound velocity
this alloy; however, data are available~at T5590 K) for
the limits xNa51 ~pure Na! and xNa50 ~pure Li!, where
the OF-AIMD calculations givecs52330680 m/s andcs

FIG. 4. Partial intermediate scattering functions,Fi j (q,t), at q
50.23 Å21, for the liquid Li-Na alloy atT5590 K and three con-
centrations. Full line—FLiLi (q,t), dashed line—FNaNa(q,t), dot-
dashed line—FLiNa(q,t), open circles—FNN(q,t), stars—
FNC(q,t), and dotted line—FCC(q,t).
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546406150 m/s, respectively, which are close to the cor
sponding experimental values@58# of 2410 and 4450 m/s.

Whereas for the three concentrationsSLiLi (q,v) shows
side peaks up toq'1.30 Å21, those of SNN(q,v) and
SNaNa(q,v) depend on the concentration. The maximumq
value for which peaks ofSNN(q,v) appear vary with con-
centration fromq'1.30 Å21 atxNa50.20 toq'0.85 Å21 at
xNa50.60, while in the case ofSNaNa(q,v) the maximumq
for which peaks are present ranges fromq'0.40 Å21 at
xNa50.20 toq'1.1 Å21 at xNa50.60. From the positions o
these side peaks, we have obtained dispersion cur
vLiLi (q) andvNaNa(q), which are shown in Fig. 8. Up toq
'0.25 Å21, vLiLi (q) andvNaNa(q) show, for the three con
centrations, the same linear behavior of hydrodynamic c
lective excitations propagating with the respective adiab
velocities cs . Above this q value, each dispersion curv
splits into two branches indicating two modes, known as f
and slow sound modes, which signals the onset of a dyna
decoupling between the Li and Na particles. The fast mo
which involves the Li particles only, has a phase veloc
cfast'38006200 m/s, which is roughly the same for th
three concentrations. Furthermore, according to the pre
tions of the RET@12,13#, the phase velocity associated wi
the fast mode should take a value very close to the adiab
sound velocity of the corresponding light particle fluid,

FIG. 5. Same as the previous figure, but forq51.50 Å21.
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this case a pure Li system obtained by substituting all the
particles by Li particles. Consequently, we have perform
OF-AIMD simulations for pure Li at 590 K and a total num
ber density corresponding to the Li0.61Na0.39 alloy, and for
which we obtained an adiabatic sound velocity of 3900 m
which is very close to the velocity of the fast mode. Den
ing by qh the upper limit of the hydrodynamic region, w
stress that our results show that whenq decreases toward
qh , the fast sound mode undergoes a continuous trans
into the hydrodynamic sound mode and the process ta
place at 0.2<q<0.4 Å21. Furthermore, as discussed b
Campa and Cohen, when the concentration of the light co
ponent is increased the fast mode will eventually disapp
being overcome by the extended sound mode. This can
observed in Fig. 8 where atxNa50.20, the dispersion curve
vLiLi (q) is rather close to the extended hydrodynamic sou
mode.

There has been some argument concerning the wa
which the two kinetic modes behave when approachingqh
from above. Some theoretical and CMD results for He-

FIG. 6. Partial dynamic structure factors,Si j (q,v), at q
50.23 Å21, for the liquid Li-Na alloy atT5590 K and three con-
centrations. Full line—SLiLi (q,v), dashed line—SNaNa(q,v),
circles—SNN(q,v), and dotted line—SCC(q,v). The insets show
103Si j (q,v).
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and He-Ne mixtures have suggested that either the fast
slow sound merge into the hydrodynamic sound@15,21# or
that the fast sound disappears atqh , and the slow sound
merges into the hydrodynamic one, with a predicted va
@13,15,21# for qh'0.07 Å21. A similar value forqh has re-
cently been obtained for liquid Li4Pb by both INS and by
CMD calculations@16,24#. However, recent CMD calcula
tions @18#, following the INS measurements of Bafileet al.
@57#, for the dynamic structure of a He0.77Ne0.23 gas mixture
at two densities, have shown a clear crossover from hyd
dynamics to fast and slow modes at 0.2<q<0.5 Å21 and
gave qh'0.2, which is substantially greater than previo
estimates, and quantitatively agrees with the present re
for the liquid Li-Na alloy.

Additional information on the longitudinal collectiv
modes in liquids is provided by the longitudinal current co
relation functions,Ci j

L (q,v)[v2Si j (q,v). For example, al-
thoughSCC(q,v) shows neither side peaks nor shoulders
any q value because of the dominance of the diffusive c
tributions in the partial intermediate scattering functions, c
lective modes may be exposed inCCC

L (q,v).
We have evaluated these functions, as given by Eq.~15!,

and they are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. For anyq value,

FIG. 7. Same as the previous figure, but forq51.50 Å21.
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CLiLi
L (q,v), CNaNa

L (q,v), andCNN
L (q,v) exhibit at least one

peak, although when the hydrodynamic region is approac
both CLiLi

L (q,v) and CNN
L (q,v) show two peaks forxNa

50.39 and 0.60, and a peak and a shoulder forxNa50.20. At
the smallerq values reached by the simulations, the peak
CNaNa

L (q,v) as well as the low-frequency peaks
CLiLi

L (q,v) and CNN
L (q,v) are at the same positions as th

Brillouin peaks inSNaNa(q,v), SLiLi (q,v), and SNN(q,v),
respectively. Moreover, at these lowq values, the peaks in
CNaNa

L (q,v), CLiNa
L (q,v) and the low-frequency peak o

CLiLi
L (q,v) appear at practically the same position~see Fig.

9!, which is another indication of the hydrodynamic behav
of the Li and Na particles at these smallq values. On the
other hand, forxNa50.39 and 0.60, the high-frequency pea
of CLiLi

L (q,v) occurs whereCLiNa
L (q,v) has a minimum,

which suggests that the Li and Na particles oscillate out
phase in an opticlike mode.

The longitudinal dispersion relations,vLiLi
L (q), vNaNa

L (q),
and vNN

L (q), obtained from the positions of the peaks d
cussed above are shown in Fig. 11. Note thatvNaNa

L (q) takes

FIG. 8. OF-AIMD results for the dispersion curves of the co
lective modes inSLiLi (q,v) and SNaNa(q,v) ~open circles and
squares, respectively! for the liquid Li-Na alloy atT5590 K and
three concentrations. The dashed line stands for the correspon
hydrodynamic adiabatic sound velocities.
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smaller values than those ofvLiLi
L (q), because of the atomi

mass difference. For all concentrations,vNaNa
L (q) has one

branch whereasvLiLi
L (q) and vNN

L (q) exhibit two for xNa

50.39 and 0.60, with the low-frequency branch, which ha
limited extent, located at the lowq’s, close to the hydrody-
namic region. This is because at these two concentrat
~see Figs. 9 and 10!, when q decreases, going towards th
hydrodynamic regime,CLiLi

L (q,v) and CNN
L (q,v) develop

two peaks, with the low-frequency peak being close to t
of CNaNa

L (q,v), and the high-frequency one taking valu
similar to those of the pure Li system. This suggests tha
the binary alloy the heavy Na ions always keep their char
teristic low frequencies whereas the light Li ions have
much higher frequency which is largely maintained wh
approaching the hydrodynamic regime, although asq de-
creases some Li ions adopt the low frequency of the he
Na ions. Obviously, in the hydrodynamic (q→0) limit, all
the particles oscillate with the same frequency a
CLiLi

L (q,v) and CNN
L (q,v) only show the low-frequency

peak; the high-frequency one will vanish.
As shown in Fig. 11, at lowq valuesvNaNa

L (q) has an
initial linear increase up to a maximum followed by a min

FIG. 9. Partial longitudinal current correlation function
Ci j

L (q,v), at q50.23 Å21, for the liquid Li-Na alloy at T
5590 K and three concentrations. Full line—CLiLi

L (q,v), dashed
line—CNaNa

L (q,v), dot-dashed line—CLiNa
L (q,v), open circles—

CNN
L (q,v), stars—CNC

L (q,v), and dotted line—CCC
L (q,v).
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mum at q'2.0 Å21 which corresponds to the main pea
position of SNaNa(q). As xNa increases, the main peak o
SNaNa(q) gets higher and narrower but at a fixed positio
and therefore the first minimum ofvNaNa

L (q) becomes more
marked. The high-frequency branch ofvLiLi

L (q) behaves
similarly, with a maximum and minimum at'1.5 Å21 and
2.3 Å21, respectively, which coincide with the first min
mum and maximum ofSLiLi (q). Moreover asxNa is in-
creased the structure ofvLiLi

L (q) becomes less marked a
happens with the maxima and minima inSLiLi (q).

The vNN
L (q) dispersion curve has two branches forxNa

50.39 and 0.60, although the high-frequency branch ha
very limited extent close to the hydrodynamic region~see
Fig. 11!. At these lowq values, the high-frequency branch
due to Li particles only, whereas the other comes from b
Li and Na particles. For largerq, CLiLi

L (q,v) becomes the
main contributor toCNN

L (q,v), and when Li is the majority
component,vLiLi

L (q) and vNN
L (q) are rather close. In con

trast, when Na is the majority component,vNN
L (q) lies be-

tweenvNaNa
L (q) andvLiLi

L (q).
vCC

L (q) also has two branches becauseCCC
L (q,v), which

is smaller than the other partial currents especially at lowq,
shows either one or two peaks which may be connected w
propagating concentration modes. The high-freque
branch ofvCC

L (q), which exists for allq values, closely fol-
lows the high-frequency branch ofvNN

L (q) and tends to a

FIG. 10. Same as the previous figure, but forq51.50 Å21.
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GONZÁLEZ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 031205 ~2004!
finite value whenq→0, which is typical of kinetic modes
On the other hand, the low-frequency branch ofvCC

L (q) ap-
pears just outside the hydrodynamic regime and follo
vNaNa

L (q) closely.
Dispersion relations for pure Li and Na atT5590 K are

also shown in Fig. 11. Notice that the dispersion relation
the majority component in the alloy is very close to that
the pure component; however, the dispersion relation of
minority component has less structure than that of the co
sponding pure metal.

3. Total dynamic structure factor

The total dynamic structure factorST(q,v) is directly re-
lated to the intensity obtained in either INS or IXS expe
ments. For the specific case of an INS experiment, the
servedST

n(q,v) is given by

^b2&ST
n~q,v!5(

i 51

2

~^bi
2&2^bi&

2!ciSi
s~q,v!

1 (
i , j 51

2

~cicj !
1/2^bi&^bj&Si j ~q,v!, ~15!

FIG. 11. Longitudinal dispersion relation of the partia
vLiLi

L (q), ~open and full squares!, vNaNa
L (q) ~open circles!, number-

number, vNN
L (q) ~open and full triangles!, and concentration-

concentration,vCC
L (q) ~pluses! longitudinal modes for the Li-Na

liquid alloy atT5590 K and three concentrations. The dashed lin
show the longitudinal dispersion relations of pure Li and Na aT
5590 K.
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where Si j (q,v) are AL partials, Si
s(q,v) are the self-

dynamic partial structure factors,^bi& is the coherent scatter
ing length, 4p^bi

2& is the total scattering cross section, a
^b2&5( i 51

2 ci^bi
2& is the average cross section per atom. T

first and second terms in Eq.~15! are the incoherent and
coherent contributions, respectively. In the case of IXS
periments, the observedST

X(q,v) is given by a similar ex-
pression but with no incoherent contribution and scatter
lengths,bi , replaced by theq-dependent atomic scatterin
factors, f i(q).

The total dynamic structure factor has been measu
@29#, using INS, for the zero alloy composition atT5577
and 725 K, leading to a monotonous decaying shape.
simulations have confirmed this absence of side peaks w
we have explained as due to the cancellation between
contributions from the LiNa partial structure factor and tho
from the LiLi and NaNa partials structure factors@20#. The
simulation results forST

n(q,v) are slightly larger than the
experimental results. This behavior was noted earlier
Anento et al. @39# in their CMD simulations with NPA po-
tentials, and explained in terms of the experimental unc
tainties~limited v range, inelasticity corrections! that led to
a certain inconsistency between the experimental dyna
structure factor and the static counterpart. However, the
results for the zero alloy obtained from the simulations d
show side peaks@20#, mainly connected to those of the NaN
partial structure factor because of the larger magnitude o
prefactor.

Here we have extended these calculations to the other
concentrationsxNa50.20,0.60 and the results are shown
Fig. 12 for threeq values. Two points are noteworthy: firs
the neutron total dynamic structure factor does show s
peaks in a limitedq range, because the cancellation betwe
the like and unlike partial structure factors is not comple
~note the peak atq50.16 Å21 for both xNa50.20 and 0.60,
while there are no peaks at the larger wave vectors show
the figure! and second, the x-ray total dynamic structure fa
tor also displays side peaks in a similar or widerq range
~note the peak atq50.16 Å21 for xNa50.20 and the clear
peaks atq50.16,0.50, and 0.91 Å21 for xNa50.60), which
depends on the concentration because of the previously
cussed concentration dependence of the NaNa partial s
ture factor.

4. Transverse currents

The partial transverse current correlation function
Ci j

T (q,v), provide information about the existence of she

s

FIG. 12. Total dynamic structure factor for liquid Li-Na alloys
Full lines: neutron results. Dashed lines: x-rays results. Thick li
correspond toxNa50.60 and thin lines toxNa50.20.
5-10
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modes in the system. There are few reports of studies of
transverse currents in liquids, and most of these have focu
on one-component systems whereCT(q,v) evolves@7# from
a Gaussian, whenq→`, towards a Lorentzian curve whe
q→0. These extreme regimes preclude the propagatio
transverse modes. However, at intermediateq values above
someqc , CT(q,v) exhibits a peak at nonzero frequenc
which is associated with propagating shear waves.

The first CMD simulations of transverse current corre
tions in binary systems were performed on molten salts@59#,
and showed thatCNN

T (q,v) behaved similar toCT(q,v) in
one-component liquids, with a peak at intermediateq values.
Moreover, the charge-charge transverse current correla
functions showed a peak at both low and intermediateq’s
which was related to the existence of transverse optic mo
whose frequencies take a finite value in the hydrodyna
(q→0) limit. Later CMD studies of transverse modes
binary Lennard-Jones@14# systems have found opticlik
modes associated withCCC

T (q,v). Similar conclusions have
also been reached by Anento and Padro´ @60# in their recent
CMD studies of liquid Li-Mg, Li-Na, and Li-Pb alloys.

Results forCi j
T (q,v) are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Ne

ther CNaNa
T (q,v) nor CLiNa

T (q,v) have peaks atqmin , al-
though for largerq a peak appears in both partial curren
and persists for a limited range ofq values. Moreover,
CLiNa

T (q,v) falls quickly asq increases reflecting the rathe
weak coupling between the dynamics of the species. H
ever, even at the correspondingqmin , CLiLi

T (q,v) at xNa

50.60 already exhibits a high-frequency peak which pers
up to q'4 Å21. Figures 13 and 14 also showCNN

T (q,v)
which for the three concentrations at their respectiveqmin ,
decay monotonically, although a peak appears in a lim
range at largerq.

The transverse dispersion relations,v i j
T (q), shown in Fig.

15, have been obtained from the peak positions of the co
spondingCi j

T (q,v). For q>1 Å21, vLiLi
T (q) andvNaNa

T (q),
at the three concentrations, are roughly the same and
important changes appear at the lowq region. However,
whereas for all concentrationsvNaNa

T (q) goes to zero asq
→0, when the lighter Li particles become the minority com
ponentvLiLi

T (q) tends to a finite frequency asq→0.
The dispersion curve,vNN

T (q), lies betweenvLiLi
T (q) and

vNaNa
T (q) although closer to the majority component, a

shows typical features of the one-component system, nam
it starts at a qc (qc'0.50 Å21 for xNa50.20 and qc
'0.55 Å21 for xNa50.60), exhibits a linear behavior fo
low q values and goes to zero asq→qc . The slope in the
linear region assumingvNN

T (q);cT(q2qc) yields an esti-
mate of the velocity of propagation of the shear modes in
alloy: cT'3650 m/s forxNa50.20, cT'1900 m/s forxNa
50.39, andcT'1600 m/s forxNa50.60. For the limiting
cases of pure Li and Na atT5590 K, we have obtainedcT
'3700 m/s andcT'1600 m/s, respectively. ForxNa50.20
and 0.39, when the lighter Li particles are the majori
vNN

T (q) is close in the linear region to bothvLiLi
T (q) and

vNaNa
T (q), implying that the propagation of shear modes

volves both species. However, forxNa50.60, vLiLi
T (q) sepa-
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rates from the other two and is finite asq→0, which sug-
gests that the shear modes will now propagate only thro
the heavier Na particles. This explains whycT in the alloy is
the same as that of pure Na.

The small values taken byCNC
T (q,v) suggest weak cou

plings between density and concentration modes. The s
magnitude ofCCC

T (q,v), particularly at smallq’s, also sig-
nals a weak contribution to the collective transverse dyna
ics. However, for the three concentrations we observe c
peaks inCCC

T (q,v) which already exist atqmin, leading to an
vCC

T (q) branch which takes a finite value asq→0. The
peaks inCCC

T (q,v) are a result of a minimum inCLiNa
T (q,v)

which is related to out-of-phase motion of particles of diffe
ent species. Similar behavior in molten salts has been a
ciated with transverse optic modes of kinetic charac
@14,59#. Analogous results have been obtained by Bryk a
Mryglod in their GCM study of the transverse dynamics
some liquid alloys@14#, and also by Anento and Padro´ @60#
in their CMD simulations of liquid Li-Mg, Li-Na, and Li4Pb
alloys. Our simulations also show another, low frequen

FIG. 13. Partial transverse current correlation functio
Ci j

T (q,v), at q50.23 Å21, for the liquid Li-Na alloy at T
5590 K and three concentrations. Full line—CLiLi

T (q,v), dashed
line—CNaNa

T (q,v), dot-dashed line—CLiNa
T (q,v), open circles—

CNN
T (q,v), stars—CNC

T (q,v), and dotted line—CCC
T (q,v).
5-11
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vCC
T (q) branch starting well outside the linear region a

associated with the shear modes, in accordance with
CMD results of Anento and Padro´ @60# for liquid
Li0.61Na0.39. This suppression of the CC modes in the lon
wavelength limit agrees with the predictions of the GC
model @14# for systems with a high mutual diffusion and
tendency towards homocoordination.

The alloy shear viscosity can be also derived from
previous results using the total transverse current correla
function Ctt

T(q,t)5^ j t
T(q,t) j t

T* (q,0)&, where j t
T(q,t)

5x1
1/2m1 j 1

T(q,t)1x2
1/2m2 j 2

T(q,t) is the total transverse cur
rent and j i

T(q,t) are defined according to Eq.~13!. In the
hydrodynamic limit@7#

Ctt
T~q→0,t !5~m̄/b!exp$2q2hutu/m̄r%, ~16!

wherem̄5x1m11x2m2 andh is the alloy shear viscosity. In
its memory function representation

C̃tt
T~q,z!5

1

bm̄
Fz1

q2

rm
h̃~q,z!G21

, ~17!

where the tilde denotes the Laplace transform, a general
alloy shear viscosity coefficienth̃(q,z) is introduced. The
area under the normalizedCtt

T(q,t) gives bm̄C̃tt
T(q,z50),

from which values forh̃(q,z50) are derived and, when ex
trapolated toq50, give the alloy shear viscosityh. The

FIG. 14. Same as the previous figure, but forq51.50 Å21.
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calculated values forh are shown in Table IV; those for pur
Li and Na atT5590 K are in reasonable agreement with t
experimental data@61# but no experimental data are ye
available for the alloy.

For simple liquid alloys,h shows either a linear variation
with concentration or a small negative deviation from line
ity. In contrast, large positive deviations are exhibited
those alloys with heterocoordinating tendencies. For liq
alloys with homocoordinating tendencies, the available
perimental data@47,62# show a mixed behavior with a nega
tive departure from linearity predominating. Also, som

TABLE IV. Calculated values of the shear viscosityh ~in
GPa ps! for the Li-Na liquid alloy atT5590 K. The value in pa-
renthesis corresponds toT5725 K.

xNa h hexpt

0.0 4.060.3 4.360.2a

0.20 3.360.3
0.39 3.160.3 ~2.460.3!
0.60 2.960.3
1.0 3.260.3 3.360.2a

aReference@61#.

FIG. 15. Transverse dispersion relation of the partials,vLiLi
T (q)

~open squares!, vNaNa
T (q) ~open circles!, number-number,vNN

T (q)
~open triangles!, and concentration-concentration,vCC

T (q) ~pluses!
transverse modes for the Li-Na liquid alloy atT5590 K and three
concentrations.
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MICROSCOPIC DYNAMICS IN THE LIQUID Li-Na . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 031205 ~2004!
semiempirical models@53,62# give a connection betwee
positive~negative! deviations from the linear law and a neg
tive ~positive! enthalpy of mixing in the alloy. Although no
experimental data are available for the enthalpy of mixi
several theoretical calculations@31–33# have predicted posi
tive values which, combined with the previous semiempiri
models, would suggest a negative deviation of the al
shear viscosity from a linear law. This is the trend in t
results of the simulation shown in Table IV, in qualitativ
agreement with expectations for a homocoordinating t
dency in the alloy.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated several static and dynamic prope
of the liquid Li12xNax alloy at three concentrations. Th
simulations have been performed using the orbital-freeab
initio molecular dynamics method combined with loc
pseudopotentials derived within the same framework. T
method approximates the electron kinetic energy and in s
is inferior to the full Kohn-Shamab initio approach. How-
ever, it is very much faster allowing simulation of muc
larger systems for longer times. Several time correlat
functions have been calculated and a comprehensive stud
the dynamical properties of the binary alloy has be
achieved. Similar molecular dynamics studies have been
ported using interatomic pair potentials but these do not t
into account effects of fluctuations in the electron dens
The present approach takes account of these effects w
will be considerable in the alloy we have studied beca
although Li and Na have the same valence they have v
different sizes.

The results for static structural properties are in go
agreement with the available experimental data, accoun
satisfactorily for the homocoordinating tendencies in the
loy. The present calculations correctly give a highS(q→0)
as well as the splitting of the main peak appearing atxNa
50.39.

In studying the dynamical properties we have analyz
several time correlation functions, although comparison w
experiment could only be made at the level of some trans
coefficients. The calculated values for self-diffusion coe
cients are in very good agreement with the available exp
mental data. The calculated partial dynamic structure fact
SLiLi (q,v) and SNaNa(q,v), show clear side peaks whic
extend far beyond the hydrodynamic regime and repre
two nonhydrodynamic modes: the fast and slow sou
modes, respectively. Although this phenomenon was p
dicted by the RET applied to a binary mixture of ha
spheres@12#, it was concluded that a mass ratio larger th
n-
.

03120
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n
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d
h
rt
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i-
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nt
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10 would be required for appearance of the nonhydro
namic modes. The present calculations show that th
modes may appear in systems with a smaller mass ratio,'3.
Furthermore, we find that as the wave vectorq approaches
the hydrodynamic region, the fast sound mode smoot
merges into the hydrodynamic sound mode at around
<q<0.4 Å21.

The calculated longitudinal dispersion relation shows
existence of kinetic concentration modes. In addition,
calculated adiabatic sound velocity is in very good agr
ment with experiment for the limiting case of the pure co
ponents. Also noteworthy is the appearance of two branc
in the transverse dispersion relation forvCC

T (q), with the
high-frequency branch representing overdamped kin
modes. The low-frequencyvCC

T (q) branch appears just out
side the linear region and does not exist for lowq values.
This behavior is consistent with the predictions of the GC
model.

The total neutron dynamic structure factor for the ze
alloy is in qualitative agreement with the measured one@29#,
but the possibility that the experimental data are somew
low, is suggested. Moreover, we predict that measuremen
other concentrations would reveal visible side peaks at sm
wave vectors. The total x-ray dynamic structure factor,
the other hand, shows clear side peaks for a similar or w
wave vector range following the behavior of the NaNa p
tial structure factor, and an IXS experiment should show
slow sound mode related to this peak.

The shear viscosity of the alloy has been estimated us
its connection to the hydrodynamic limit of the total tran
verse current correlation function. The results are plaus
in view of the homocoordinating tendencies of this alloy a
the positive enthalpy of mixing obtained by several mode

The main approximations in the present orbital-freeab
initio molecular dynamics method are in the electron kine
energy functional and the local pseudopotentials describ
the electron-ion interactions. Further improvements in t
method will come from the development of more accur
kinetic energy functionals and accurately transferable lo
pseudopotentials.
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